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Over the past decade, however, a new generation has re-
ignited Tbilisi’s cultural scene through a mix of local art 
galleries, exhibition spaces, music venues, concept sto-
res and creative hubs. A growing crop of industrial-style 
hotels is springing up across the city, many set in soviet-
-era factories and publishing houses. The food scene is 
thriving too – innovative chefs have taken the helm in the 
kitchens of new restaurants, where they reimagine tra-
ditional Georgian cuisine with a modern twist. The revo-
lution is underway.

Tbilisi
While the Georgian capital, Tbilisi, has long lured visionary types to its bohe-
mian neighbourhoods, it’s slipped under the tourist radar for years. That may 
have something to do with its turbulent recent history: although Georgia ga-
ined independence from the soviet Union in 1991, there followed a period of 
civil war, violence and ethnic tensions.

Court yard of Fabrika.

The National Gallery.   cafe next to the Marionette Tower.   

Modern bridge of Peace over Kura River designed by Michele De lucchi.

Music theatre and exhibition hall by studio Fuksas.   
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linking China with Rome more than 2,000 years ago was 
the Parthian Empire, whose early silk Road capital Nisa 
lies just outside Ashgabat. Used for carrying people and 
news along the route, Turkmen history is underpinned 
by the breeding of the famous Akhal-Teke horse – the 
country’s national emblem. Known as the “golden hor-
se”, these majestic animals have shimmering coats of 
brilliant shades to provide camouflage against a desert 
backdrop. 

Elsewhere, UNEsCO-endorsed Merv was once the silk 
Road’s largest city, its buddhist temple, Christian church 
and islamic mosque all showing different ways to heaven, 
whilst the fiery furnace in the desert at Darvaza – or the 
“Gateway to Hell” – is utterly spectacular.

TURKMENisTAN
Under leader Niyazov – famous for renaming the months after his own fa-
mily, banning beards and gold teeth and outlawing opera – the secretive co-
untry of Turkmenistan retained communism long after the collapse of the 
soviet system. Enormous gas reserves now boost its own economy rather 
than Moscow’s, catapulting the capital Ashgabat to a shining beacon on the 
desert’s edge – quite literally, as all public buildings must be clad in white 
marble, ideally italian Carrara. 

Wedding Palace, bagt Kosgi, Ashgabat.  

The Darvaza gas crater known locally as the Door to Hell.   Pilgrims at the Mosque of Yusuf Hamadani, Ancient Merv.   

Akhal-Teke horses in a stud farm, Ashgabat.   

Woman sitting on a donkey cart, Great Kyz Qala, Merv.   
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